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Simple land purchase agreement form pdf

A land contract describes an agreement to purchase land between a buyer and a seller. Depending on the terms between the parties, a contract will usually include a purchase price and a closing date. If the buyer does not buy by the closing date, any serious money deposit can be kept by the seller. Table of contents
Alabama Alaska Arizona Arkansas California Colorado Connecticut Delaware Florida Georgia Hawaii Idaho Illinois Iowa Iowa Kansas Kansas Kentucky Louisiana Maine Maryland Massachusetts Minnesota Mississippi Missouri Montana Nebraska Nevada New Hampshire New Jersey New Jersey New Mexico New York
North Carolina North Dakota Oklahoma Oregon Pennsylvania Rhode Island South Carolina South Dakota Texas Texas Utah Virginia Virginia Washington West Virginia Wisconsin Wyoming A land contract is a document that specifies the terms and conditions for the purchase of vacant land for cash or trade. A land
contract, similar to a standard purchase and sale agreement, details the agreement between the buyer and the seller, including any terms, contingencies and due diligence periods. Land contract installment A land contract installment is when a buyer makes payments after closing to pay the sale price. Also referred to as
owner financing, it allows a seller to act as a bank and collect capital plus interest payments from the buyer. Even if the buyer will own the property after closing, the seller will be an employee with the rights to deposit the property if payment is not made. Land Contract Calculators How a land contract works (5 steps) This
is a simple guide on how to legally purchase land and have been recorded in the buyer's name after closing. Step 1 - Make an offer In order to make an offer for the purchase, the buyer will need to complete the land contract either themselves or with the help of a real estate agent or lawyer. The buyer will need to enter
all the information about the land, which can be obtained from the local appraiser's office, and list any conditions for the sale. Step 2 - Wait to hear from the seller After completing the contract from the buyer, the seller will either have to reject, counter-offer, or accept the terms of the agreement. If accepted, the buyer will
have to pay the serious deposit of money and begin their due diligence period. Step 3 - Due diligence period In most agreements, there is a due diligence period that allows the buyer to conduct tests on the property to ensure that it can be used for the buyer's intentions. This may include conducting environmental testing,
obtaining permits from the local government, or any other unforeseen listed Agreement. Step 4 - Closing the property After due diligence on the property has been completed and unforeseen circumstances have been lifted, it is time to prepare for the closure. If the buyer seeks to pay cash, then closure can occur almost
immediately. If the buyer has decided to receive financing, then most lenders will environmental exposure (e.g. phase I) and to evaluate the property by a third party. After the buyer completes their necessary steps to obtain funds for the purchase, the parties can schedule an expiration date. Step 5 - Record the
transaction At closing, the seller will verify the funds received and sign over the transaction for the property to the buyer. The transaction acts as the title of the property proving the property of the buyer. It is required for the act to be filed in the Register of Acts in the county where the property is located. There is usually a
tax on property sales and it is calculated on what is known as a mill percentage for each jurisdiction. Unless otherwise agreed, this tax is usually distributed between the buyer and the seller. FAQ Yes and no. The contract itself need not be recorded, although, after the expiry of the contract, the transfer of ownership must
be recorded by means of an act. Is it possible to sell a land contract? Yes, as long as the contract has rights to assign the agreement to someone else. Is it possible to rent land? Yes, but this is more common in commercial property than residential. Is there a difference between a housing contract and commercial land?
No, both contracts are the same unless they are due to local or state laws. Sample Download: Adobe PDF, MS Word, OpenDocument How to Write Download: Adobe PDF, MS Word, OpenDocument Step 1 - Download land purchase and sale contract PDF Template The Adobe PDF link shown in this section of the page
will grant direct access to the template required to set a land purchase and sale contract in writing. You can preview this file by looking over the sample image if you want, then selecting the PDF button in conjunction with it to access the downloadable file. Step 2 – Attach the date of entry into force of the sales contract
The calendar date that determines when this paperwork will enter into force as a sales agreement will be used to enter the information in this contract. Article I at the top of the first page provides some blank lines for this purpose. Find the words ... Made On then document the calendar month and the day that this
agreement will be activated on the first line, as well as the corresponding year on the second line. Step 3 - Identification of the land buyer behind this agreement The full name of the land buyer must be attached to this role along with the date by the delivery of his or her full name to the first vacant space after the Buyer
label in I. Parties. Step 4 - Producing the land buyer's residential location The home address of the land buyer will be expected throughout the next two sites in the Buyer's Declaration. Start with a recording of the building number, and the suite/apartment number at the Land Buyer's home address on the first blank line
following the words .... With a postal address, then enter the city where that address is located on the next available blank line. These two intervals, when combined, should be location of the home address of the land buyer. Step 5 - Verification of the land buyer's state of residence the land buyer's state is necessary to
complete this address, so, report it on the space preceding the language Who agrees to buy in the Buyer section. Step 6 - Name The land seller entering into this contract The Seller section of Article I. The parties seek to solidify the identity of the property owner who sells the relevant land. Indicate its full name in the
blank line between the Salesperson label and the Salesperson parentheses label. Step 7 - Supply the residential address of the land seller the residential address of the land seller is also required of this paperwork and must be displayed in the seller section of the first article I. Parties. Step 8 - Document The State of
residence of the land seller The full address of the land seller requires that the state in which this party maintains his or her residence be recorded in the final line of the Seller section. Step 9 - Report on the land sold The second article to focus on is II. Legal Description. The wording used in the first declaration will
determine the natural size of the land on paper. Locate the blank line by following the phrase ... A total gross area then complements the number of square feet or acres that make up the land as its contents. After you record this number, indicate whether it is presented as Square Feet or Acres. The following example will
concern a piece of land of 100 acres. Now, that the natural size of the land has been documented go to the Road Address line to document its natural location. Step 10 – Distribution of parcel information The legal 'Information on tax packages' commissioned by the tax assessment service responsible for supervising the
identification of the land concerned also focuses on Article 'II. Legal Description. This can be expressed in the blank Vat Information line as a Package ID Number or in Tax Map &amp; Lot. This information must be obtained for the Local Tax Office or city services. Step 11 - Continue with additional and applicable land
definitions There may be additional information required to fully identify the land sold. For example, important landmarks, an irregular shape along, and other events such as county descriptions provided with the title or deed description filed with the County Recorder. Any remaining descriptions of this plot may be
presented in the blank line after the Other Description. Step 12 - Place a Value on The Earnest Money Many property sales will require serious money submitted to compensate for any losses in the event of a market failure. This agreement must name the Earnest Money required to proceed to the third article. The first
line after the dollar sign expects the serious amount of money to be documented numerically, while the blank line after the words Examination by requires the month and calendar day when this money must be received by the land seller. Further fix the time limit for receipt of serious money by documenting the time of day
when serious money must be received on the date recorded earlier in Article III. Serious money. First, complete the date by distributing the appropriate calendar year on the line after 20 then provide the time of day when this serious money is to be received on the two lines below. Once done, note the AM or PM box to
complete this report on the serious money deadline. Step 13 - Presentation of the cost of the Federal Article IV purchase price and conditions will cover the amount of the purchase price. The amount in dollars that the land buyer must hand over to the land seller to take ownership of the relevant property is a mandatory
exposure to this agreement. For this purpose, locate the blank line that the term ... To buy the property with its payment then leads to provide the numerical value of the sale price of the land. Additionally, document the sales price by writing it in the blank line that precedes dollars. Step 14 - Indicate whether an offer of all
cash is made The way in which the land buyer will complete this transaction should be discussed. This topic occupies the next area that requires revision to Article IV Purchase price and terms. Three check box suggestions, each definition of a payment scenario are presented to choose from. The manner in which the
payment of the purchaser of land should be provided must be chosen from this list. So if the land market intends to submit an All cash offer, the first check box (bearing this label) should be selected. You can use your mouse to fill it out or manually give it with an x or check mark. Of course, due to the large amounts
involved, the land buyer will have to provide documentation from third parties on the availability of the payment fund when paying the full price in advance. The time limit for verifying this funds should be clearly set by the month, the double-digit calendar day and the two-digit year in the first three places of the All Cash
Offer option. The time of day at which the third-party verification of the land buyer's funds in an All Cash Offer should be distributed to the two blank lines preceding the AM and PM check boxes. Step 15 - Definition of any bank financing involved with the land purchase If the land buyer will employ Bank Financing to
obtain the amount of its sale then this must be declared together with the type of financing it has received for this purchase. Start reporting this information by marking the box marked Bank Financing then continue through this option as it will require more attention. If the land buyer has received a Conventional Loan, this
must be indicated by marking the first financing option in the Bank Financing statement. Earth Earth may need an FHA (Federal Housing Agency) loan. If so, then the check box marked FHA Loan should be marked. Please be informed that the reservations received must be attached by the buyer of the land must be
attached. If a VA Loan was acquired, select VA Loan and attach the appropriate documents. In some cases, the landowner may have received a loan through another measure. If this is the case, select Other in this list and use the blank line to further define the loan. For example, in the example below the land buyer and
the land sold qualify for a subsidized USDA loan. Note: This would require additional documents that are also attached. Step 16 - Attach a deadline to any required credit letter If a loan was acquired, then a credit letter to check the land buyer's ability to pay the costs associated with the loan acquired will probably be
required by the seller. The deadline by which the land seller must receive this letter (verification of the buyer's credit, income, availability of funds, and source of advance) is expected as a report that you can provide using the two blank lines in point C. Step 17 - Discuss the consequences of not providing a mandatory
letter of credit item C continues requiring some clarification as to the nature of the required letter. That is, if the letter should state that... The loan approval depends on the lease, sale or registration of another property then mark the check box marked Is. If, however, the letter must state that this sale is not dependent on
the land buyer's goals with another property, then tick the check box marked No. Section D in The Bank Financing option will examine the scenario where the land buyer does not have a reliable financial institution to verify his credit in writing by the maturity date referred to in Section C. If the land seller has determined
that the purchase should not proceed because this document has not been issued, then he may terminate the sale by means of a written notice issued to the land buyer. The number of days on which this notice must be sent after the expiry date of this material shall be recorded in the blank line between the words ......
Notice provided to the buyer within and the word Days. Step 18 - Summarize any seller funding provided now, a third option as to how the land sale will proceed can be discussed in Article IV. Price and terms. If the seller will provide the financing for the land sale, then select the box with the Seller-Financing. Several
details will be provided for the Seller-Financing section to fully determine the payment. First, create the exact Loan Amount on the blank line of item A in this option. The second definition required to determine the Seller Financing of the land buyer is the Advance required for this sale. Give this amount in dollars to the



blank line by following the words B.) Deposit. The annual interest rate of the land seller with loan payments should be produced on the line placed between Interest Rate (Per Year) and the percentage symbol in point C. Finally, record the Loan Term in item D documenting the number of months or years of the loan in the
blank line after the word Term. This number should be further defined by marking the Months box or the Years box to indicate the unit to be used with this number. Item E.) Documents in the Seller-Financing section will seek the deadline for documents requiring the buyer's land seller to proceed with the financing. Use
the first two blank lines in this item to apply this due date. Locate the second set of blank lines (after the term Seller will have up to ...) then provide the last calendar date when the land seller will accept the required credit documentation of the buyer for their contents. Step 19 - Indicate whether the land buyer should sell a
separate property to proceed As previously mentioned, some land buyers may have to sell their real estate so that he or she can proceed with the sale discussed in this agreement. In Article V. Sale of another property this issue needs to be addressed. If the current land sale does not in any way depend on the land
buyer's ability to sell a different property, then tick the Will not check box in the fifth article. If this sale can only proceed if the land buyer is able to complete his own sale of a property, then tick the check box should be. This will need some additional information about the state of the land buyer. If the relevant sale of land
depends on the sale of a property by the landowner, then his property should be reported. Create the ...... Postal address of the property that the land buyer must sell to proceed with this land sale on the first two blank lines presented in You should select in Article V. Sale of another property. This requires, on the one
hand, the entry of the postal address of the property to be sold and, secondly, the city of the postal address of that property. The second set of blank lines ends the report on the property of the landowner. Report the state to the property mailing address to complete the definition of the land buyer's property then, in the
line below, record how many days after the effective date (named in the first article) the land buyer is provided to close his or her property sale. This is important documentation since very few land sellers would be able or willing to wait indefinitely for the land buyer to proceed. Step - Assigning the closing cost to the
obligation of a party There will usually be costs related to the sale of land that must be paid to be completed successfully. For example, title search, registration fees with local jurisdiction, etc. may be required. The decision as to whether the land seller or buyer is to cover these costs when the time comes will be Article VI.
Closing cost where one of the three check boxes must be selected. Therefore, mark the Buyer check box if the land buyer is going to pay the closing costs, select the Seller check box if the land seller has to pay the cost of the closure, or check the Both parties check box if the land buyer and the land seller agree to
share the closing cost of this land sale. Step 21 - Verify the closing date and time As mentioned earlier, the majority of land sellers will wish to close a deal within a reasonable time frame. Thus, the exact date and time on which the sale of this land must be completed or closed should be presented in Article VIII. Closing.
The two spaces placed after the phrase .... The transaction will close is set to accept the month, double-digit calendar day of the month, and the year of the expiration date of the land sale provided for the demonstration. The exact time at which this sale must be finalized on the day you mentioned it as an expiration date
should be included in your date of entry into VIII. Closing. Two blank rows and check boxes allow quick writing. Use both spaces on both sides of the colon to distribute the time when closing must occur then select either the AM or PM box to adequately set this time. Step 22 - Impose the necessary deadlines for a land
search to occur the ninth article, labeled IX. Research requires a definition of how many Working Days before closing that the land buyer is given to inform the land seller of any research problems with the land to be corrected for sale to continue. Record this number of days on the line after No later than... The number of
days before closing, when the land seller must cure research problems with the land should also be documented. The term ... To repair such defects within leads to the blank line where this number of days for notification of treatment or rehabilitation must be entered. Step 23 - Compose the expiration dates for the
property inspection(s) Continue reading through this sales agreement in Article XI. Title where some discussion about the buyer's review of the title of the seller's land must be engaged. If the title for the land sold is defective on the land in question, the buyer may find that such land defects must be repaired or corrected.
This requires the land buyer to give notice within a certain period of time after receipt of the land title. Set this period as the number of days by supplying it to the blank line that precedes the term Working Days to the seller, in writing... This phrase can be found in the second paragraph of the XI. Title. The third paragraph
of Article XI. A definition supplementing its language for the purposes of this document should also be mentioned. Here, the number of days after receipt by the land seller that a significant defect in the plot must be corrected before the proceeds of the purchase must be presented in the space presented after the .... The
seller will have before the wording Working days... Step 24 - Participate in a dialogue on requiring property and maintenance treatments There will be a period of time from the effective date to the expiration date, where the land will be maintained or brought up to the standards of sale. The land buyer will be able to carry
out independent inspections during this period (strongly recommended by many). The time given for this should be documented in Article XII. Property treaty. For this purpose, locate the four lines that have been configured to accommodate a date and time of day, then provide the last calendar date when the land buyer
can conduct land inspections (for defects or problem) using ...... Authorized contractors, or other qualified professionals as well as the time when all inspections produced by the land buyer for this purpose should be stopped. After you indicate the date and time, make sure that you have marked the AM or PM box to
determine which part of the day the reported deadline refers to. In the event of an emergency in which the land buyer's inspection(s) results in a land fault which is under discussion, the time limit for the purchaser of the Land Station to inform the land seller of this need should be presented. Therefore, look for the phrase
.... Buyer should have until then to distribute the calendar date and time of day representing the deadline, when this notification must be received by the land seller on all blank lines below making sure to indicate whether the time of day mentioned is AM or PM by selecting the appropriately marked check box. The third
paragraph in box XII. Condition property requires one more piece of information before it can be considered complete. The number of working days allowed the land seller and the land buyer to reach an agreement after notification of the seller that there is a serious land defect should be documented in the space
following the language The buyer and the seller ... Step 25 - Distribution of assessment requirements for this land sale The fourteenth article of this graphic work will address the issue of assessment of land. Whether the land sale will not depend on the results of an official estimate that names its value to be . Equal to or
greater than the approved purchase price, then note the check box that corresponds to the bold label Not in Article XIV. Reviewed. If the sale of land depends on its estimated value is Equal to or greater than the agreed purchase price... then select Will in Article XIV. Reviewed. Of course, when hearing the results of an
evaluation, it may be need some negotiation. To substantiate the number of days after the assessment report, these parties should renegotiate the sale of land if necessary. Step 26 - Produce the Earnest Money Back Should the land purchase fail As you may have noticed, this bureaucracy will provide methods to end
the sale. If any of these methods are used, then the serious money mentioned above must be returned under a number of (working) days after expiry. Record the number of working days after the termination of the sale, when the land buyer must be on receipt of the serious refund from the land seller for the blank line in
Article XVI. Shut down. Step 27 - Assigning a State's Law to this Convention The Applicable Law that enforces the articles presented in this bureaucracy must be called by language ... The laws in the state found in the article XXIII. applicable law. Step 28 - Inform the buyer of the applicable offer expiration Land buyers
may also have certain time restrictions that require that these documents be signed and received by the seller. Record this time of day and date in article XXVII. End Quote by distributing it to all appropriate formatted spaces provided. This definition also requires you to select AM or PM to set this deadline accurately. Step
29 - Include all disclosures as required by applicable law Most of the time, property purchases such as a land purchase will need one or more required disclosures. If disclosures are to be made by any of the Parties and attached to this Agreement, each must refer to the content. Article XXX. Notifications handles the
issue of attachments and disclosures through a presentation of check box options. Therefore, if add-ins, notifications, or other such attachments are not included in this document, then highlight the first check box in this section. If there will be add-ons or notifications, then note the second check box in XXX. Revelations.
Please be advised, this option will require additional descriptions. In a case where a Lead-based Disclosure Form is attached, select the check box that corresponds to The Lead-Based Paint... Three additional check boxes are provided next to a corresponding blank row. Any addition or disclosure required by this
document and attached before the time of signature must be indicated on the blank line and then the corresponding check box selected. Step 30 - Make sure that all provisions applicable to the purchase of land are included While this agreement will act in accordance with its content, some Additional Terms and
Conditions may need to be solidified. If so, then use the optional section in article XXXI. Additional Terms and Conditions for the exemption of any restrictions, restrictions or benefits applicable to one or the seller of land or buyer. If such provisions should not be declared and this Agreement represents the entire contract,
then you can cross-reference this section or give the word None. Step 31 – Provide verification each party has read each page Both parties must have ample opportunity to review the comprehensive agreement. As proof that this review has taken place, each page of this Agreement presents two lines at the bottom of the
page. After reviewing the completed page the land buyer must initially initial the vacant First Buyer line. Similarly, the seller of land must also initial the line at the bottom of each page to prove that he or she has reviewed each completed page. This task must be completed for each page after it has been completed with
the information requested and before these parties execute these documents through the signature act. Step 32 - All sellers of the relevant land must perform this agreement Any seller, buyer, and agent involved in the land sale documented above must complete a signature area designated for that party. This document
produces a signature area for two land sellers, two buyers and two dealers. If any of these categories requires more than two party signatures, then you can copy and paste additional signature areas as needed. At least one land seller and a land buyer must enter into this agreement to execute it. The first place to have
this opportunity will be the land seller. If this paperwork accurately reflects what the land seller will agree then he or she must enter the current date in the first row under the section title XXXIII. Signature then sign its name on the Salesperson Signature line. In addition to the signature, the land seller must print his name
in the following Print Name line. Step 33 - The land buyer(s) must provide a signature(s) of execution Once each land seller has signed his or her name to perform this paperwork, the land buyer must gain control of the paperwork so that this party can also review the comprehensive agreement. If the Land Buyer agrees
with the provisions of this sale and will fulfill the obligations set, then he must locate the Date line next to the Buyer Signature line. Here, the land buyer must provide a dated signature by entering the Date signature on the first of these lines and by signing the second available line. An additional signature site has been
provided if an additional land buyer intends to enter this contract. Only the signatory parties who sign this document will be considered eligible for its benefits and responsible for its content. Any land buyer who signs this Agreement as proof of his intention to abide by it must print his name on the Print Name line below
the signature line. Step 34 – Fill in this document with the signature of the participating agent The final signature area of this graphic task looks for the agent's reference of the current calendar date as well as his signature (on the Agent's Signature line). Two separate agent signature areas have been given in case an
additional agent is involved. Each representative this land sale must also print its name in the Print Name shown under its signature. Signature. Signature.
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